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The dynamics of tetraploidy with mixed mating are studied, with tness of in-
breeders as a parameter. We determine the xed points and the asymptotic be-
havior of the trajectories in the gametic and zygotic structures associated to this
reproductive system. Our methods include elementary commutative algebra and al-
gebraic geometry, and we make pervasive use of the computer program Macaulay2.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The genetic information of all known living organisms is carried in their
chromosomes; each unit of this information can be found at a locus; and the
different variants of these unitary pieces of information are called alleles.
Reproduction begins with the union of two special cells, called gametes,
one produced by each parent, to form a zygote, which develops to form a
new individual.
To study simple examples, one xes a locus or a few loci and their corre-
sponding alleles. This gives origin to several types of gametes, called geno-
types. The resulting variations for zygotes are also called genotypes.
In population genetics one is concerned with the composition of a given
population of gametes or zygotes (= the grown-up individuals) with respect
to the genotypes under study, and one considers the vector space V1 over
the real eld with dimension equal to the number of gametic genotypes,
labeling a xed basis with these genotypes.
We then construct a commutative nonassociative algebra G, called ga-
metic algebra, with underlying vector space V1 by dening a product on
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it, which is a bilinear map that reflects the reproduction process: Given
the basis elements ga; gb, identied with gametes, the product gagb is the
linear combination
P
cigi, where the sum is the average composition of ga-
metes produced by the individual developed from the union of ga and gb.
Typically, the coefcients ci above satisfy 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1 and
P
ci = 1.
In a similar way, we consider the vector space V2 with xed basis in bijec-
tive correspondence with the zygotic genotypes, to form another commu-
tative nonassociative algebra Z, called zygotic algebra, by the denition of
a multiplication on V2, which is also a bilinear map: Given two individuals
with zygotic genotypes za and zb, the product zazb is the linear combina-
tion
P
kizi, where the sum is the composition of the average progeny of za
and zb via outcrossing. This means that each zi acts as male or female, but
not both simultaneously, for each descendant.
We call HardyWeinberg theory the simultaneous study of the evolution
of the allelic, gametic, and zygotic components of a population. A Hardy
Weinberg law is an expression for the xed points of an evolution operator
in a space where the points are populations.
Humans carry two sets of chromosomes in their cells and are called
diploid organisms. Many plants and some animals carry four sets of chro-
mosomes in their cells and are called tetraploids.
In this article, we consider a very large population of autotetraploid in-
dividuals with chromosome segregation. We study hermaphrodites, where
selng is the possibility of an individual to reproduce acting simultaneously
as father and mother for some descendants.
We assume nonoverlapping generations and allow mixed mating, i.e., that
a fraction 0 < s < 1 of the next generation is the result of selng, while a
fraction 1− s is the result of outcrossing. The parameter s is called selng
rate.
The tness of inbreeders is the parameter 0 < g < 1 dened as
g = fertility of descendants from selng
fertility of descendants from outcrossing
:
In Section 2, we restrict ourselves to the pure outcrossing case (s = 0),
for which we obtain Geiringer’s result [2] concerning the xed points for the
associated gametic and zygotic algebras. The new results that we present
here refer to the asymptotic behavior of the trajectories in these algebras.
We follow the path of [9] and develop it in the case of tetraploidy. The
models used in Section 2:1 are concrete versions for tetraploidy of the
gametic and zygotic algebras for polyploidy that can be found in [3].
The methods of Section 2 generalize to the mixed mating case of Section
3. We present them completely in Section 2 although only part of them are
logically needed for the general case. However, in Section 2 the computa-
tion simplies considerably.
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The success of these methods, and the different possibilities for the com-
putation of the mathematical objects involved, point the way for the cre-
ation of a more general population genetics theory.
2. PURE OUTCROSSING CASE
2.1. The Models
We consider a population of autotetraploid individuals and focus our
attention on a single locus with two alleles A and a. In this situation, there
are three gametic genotypes AA, Aa, aa, and a gametic algebra G with the
following multiplication table:
AA Aa aa
AA AA 12AA+ 12Aa 16AA+ 23Aa+ 16aa
Aa 12AA+ 12Aa 16AA+ 23Aa+ 16aa 12Aa+ 12aa
aa 16AA+ 23Aa+ 16aa 12Aa+ 12aa aa
There is an alternate description of G that we need. Right-hand multi-
plication by each element of the basis AA, Aa, aa is given by right-hand
multiplication by one corresponding matrix as follows:
B0 =
0@ 1 0 01/2 1/2 0
1/6 2/3 1/6
1A ; B1 =




0@ 1/6 2/3 1/60 1/2 1/2
0 0 1
1A : (1)
The evolution operator γ x G→ G dened by
γw = w0; w1; w2w0B0 +w1B1 +w2B2 = w ×w; (2)
if w = w0; w1; w2 ∈ G is the initial gametic generation with respect to
the basis AA, Aa, aa, gives us the next gametic generation, where the
product of w with itself is precisely the result of multiplication inside G.
The coordinates of γw are quadratic homogeneous polynomials in the
wi. This fact allows us to view γ as a rational map of 2 = V1 = G,
if we choose to pass to projective space.
The zygotic genotypes are AAAA, AAAa, AAaa, Aaaa, and aaaa. The
multiplication table for the resulting zygotic algebra Z is obtained from G
by a process called commutative duplication, see [8].
We identify a zygotic population with a point in fourdimensional pro-
jective space,
x = x0; x1; x2; x3; x4 ∈ 4 = V2 = Z;
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where the coordinates of x are the frequencies of the corresponding geno-
types. Outcrossing with a population consisting entirely of individuals of a




1 0 0 0 0
1/2 1/2 0 0 0
1/6 2/3 1/6 0 0
0 1/2 1/2 0 0




1/2 1/2 0 0 0
1/4 1/2 1/4 0 0
1/12 5/12 5/12 1/12 0
0 1/4 1/2 1/4 0




1/6 2/3 1/6 0 0
1/12 5/12 5/12 1/12 0
1/36 2/9 1/2 2/9 1/36
0 1/12 5/12 5/12 1/12




0 1/2 1/2 0 0
0 1/4 1/2 1/4 0
0 1/12 5/12 5/12 1/12
0 0 1/4 1/2 1/4




0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1/2 1/2 0
0 0 1/6 2/3 1/6
0 0 0 1/2 1/2
0 0 0 0 1
1CCCA ; (3)
where A0 ↔ AAAA, A1 ↔ AAAa, etc.
The next zygotic generation obtained by random outcrossing of the pop-
ulation x = x0; :::; x4 ∈ Z is given by the evolution operator ϕ x 4 → 4
dened by
ϕx = xQ = x× x; (4)
whereQ = x0A0 + x1A1 + x2A2 + x3A3 + x4A4 is the outcrossing matrix
and the product of x with itself is the one within Z.
2.2. The Rational Map ϕ
The xed and fundamental points of ϕ are given by the ideal
I = minors 2; xϕx
of 2 × 2 minors of the 2 × 5 matrix with rows x and ϕx.
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Let h = x0 + x1 + x2 + x3 + x4, so that Zh = H is a hyperplane in
4. This hyperplane is invariant under ϕ and it intersects ZI in a line L,
which is the set of fundamental points, as can be seen by computation of
the ideal y0; :::; y4 for ϕx = y0; :::; y4. Further properties of the line
L are gathered in Section 2:6.
The ideal
J = saturate I; h =
∞[
n=0
I x hn; (5)
see [1, Ex. 15.40], consists of the polynomials vanishing on ZI\H, which
is the closure of the set of xed points. This ideal is generated by
x2x4 − 38x32; x1x4 − 16x2x3; x1x3 − 49x22;
x0x4 − 136x22; x0x3 − 16x1x2; x0x2 − 38x12: (6)
Let ψ x 1 → 4 be the Veronese map, see [4, Ex. I,2.12], also called
d-uple embedding with d = 4, given by
ψt; u = t4; 4t3u; 6t2u2; 4tu3; u4;
where we have written the binomial coefcients for convenience. The im-
age C = ψ1 is the rational normal quartic curve; its ideal of vanishing
equations is generated by the quadratic polynomials (6) above. We con-
clude that ZI\H = C. This xed point set was known to Geiringer,
see [2, 3].
We now obtain the gametic xed points as follows: We identify a point
y = y0; y1; y2 ∈ 2 with a population whose gametic frequencies are
y0; y1; y2 with respect to the basis AA;Aa; aa.
Consider the linear projection ρx 4 → 2 given by
ρx0; : : : ; x4 = x0 + 12x1 + 16x2; 12x1 + 23x2 + 12x3; x4 + 12x3 + 16x2: (7)
This projection sends a point representing the zygotic frequencies of a pop-
ulation to a point representing the gametic frequencies of the same pop-
ulation. The image ρC of the invariants in 4 is open and dense in the
quadric curve B in 2 dened by the equation
y1
2 − 4y0y2 = 0; (8)
whose points are the closure of the gametic invariants.
The quadric B = ξ1 is the image of the 2-ple embedding ξ x 1 → 2
given by ξt; u = t2; 2tu; u2 and ρC = B\1;−2; 1:
We also consider the linear projection τ x 2 → 1 given by
τy0; y1; y2 = y0 + 12y1; y2 + 12y1; (9)
that sends a point representing the gametic frequencies of a population to
a point representing the allelic frequencies of the same population.
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The composition χ = τ ◦ ρx 4 → 1 is also a linear projection and it is
given by
χx0; : : : ; x4 = x0 + 34x1 + 24x2 + 14x3; x4 + 34x3 + 24x2 + 14x1; (10)
sending a point with coordinates equal to the zygotic frequencies of a popu-
lation to a point representing the allelic frequencies of the same population.
The image of our curve C is χC = 1\1;−1. In fact, χ restricted
to C is not only a rational map, but the inverse of ψ as rational maps. This
is so because
χ ◦ ψt; u = t4 + 3t3u+ 3t2u2 + tu3; u4 + 3u3t + 3u2t2 + ut3
= tt + u3; ut + u3 = t; u; unless t = −u:
Hence, χ fails to be dened only at the point 1;−4; 6;−4; 1 = ψ1;−1.
2.3. The HardyWeinberg Laws
The previous calculations show that for any given pair of (nonnegative)
allelic frequencies t; u, there is exactly one invariant population, whose ga-
metic or zygotic frequencies can be obtained applying a Veronese map to
t; u ∈ 1. Also, the invariant population is obtained as though the alleles
combined themselves according to a binomial distribution.
The easy calculation χ ◦ ϕx = hχx proves that as ϕ is iterated,
the allelic frequencies are preserved. Hence, any given population can only
converge to the one invariant population with the given allelic frequencies.
We will presently show that this convergence indeed occurs, as was known
to Gonshor [3].
The parallel comparison of the gametic versus the zygotic structure of a
population x and its next generation ϕx is given by the identity
ρ ◦ ϕx = γρx for all x ∈ 4: (11)
This identity expresses the compatibility of the gametic and the zygotic
models.
The HardyWeinberg theory and laws for tetraploidy may be expressed









ρ−→ 2 τ−→ 1:





Here, the upper maps are Veronese morphisms, with images equal to the
closure of corresponding xed point sets of evolution operators.
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2.4. The Curves C and L
The line L of fundamental points in Section 2:2 is given by the ideal
radical ideal I; h = ideal ρ1; ρ2; ρ3;
the ideal generated by the three linear polynomials used as coordinates for
the projection ρ. This line is tangent to C at 1;−4; 6;−4; 1. Hence, ZI
is set-theoretically the union of two curves: the rational normal quartic C
and its tangent L at 1;−4; 6;−4; 1.
The Hilbert polynomial of C is −30 + 41, the Hilbert polynomial of a
straight line is 1, while the Hilbert polynomial of R/radical I is −50 +
51, in agreement with the equation
Hilb pol C ∪ L = Hilb pol C + Hilb pol L − Hilb pol C ∩ L;
where C ∩ L is the intersection of C and L counting multiplicities, in this
case equal to the double point 1;−4; 6;−4; 1 because these curves are
tangent. See [4, Section I7].
2.5. The Eigenvalues of Q
The outcrossing matrix Q has linear entries in the ring of polynomials
R = x0; :::; x4 over the real eld.
We hold the point of view that the dynamics of the iteration of ϕ is
determined by the similarity structure of Q along 4, i.e., by its Jordan de-
composition and the interplay among the ingredients of this decomposition.
See [7, Chap. VI].
We start with the characteristic polynomial of Q, which is
det λ−Q = λ− hλ− 12hλ− 16hλ2: (12)
This factorization implies that Q is nilpotent over the hyperplane H.
The fact that ker Q is two dimensional at all points of 4 guarantees that
Q is semisimple generically; in fact, over the complement of H, where we
have that the eigenvalues of Q are
ker Q− h id = E0 = p00x; : : : ; p04x;
ker Q− 12h id = E1 = p10x; : : : ; p14x;
for certain homogeneous cubic polynomials p00x; : : : ; p04x and certain
homogeneous quadratic polynomials p10x; : : : ; p14x,
ker Q− 16h id = E2 =  − 12x0 − 6x1 − 2x2;
24x0 + 6x1 − 4x2 − 6x3;
− 12x0 + 6x1 + 12x2 + 6x3 − 12x4;
− 6x1 − 4x2 + 6x3 + 24x4;−2x2 − 6x3 − 12x4:
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We also have that ker Q is the vector space generated by the vectors
1;−4; 6;−4; 1 and −1; 2; 0;−2; 1. We write E3 = −1; 2; 0;−2; 1 and
E4 = 1;−4; 6;−4; 1 to observe that E4 ∈ C, also that the line determined
by E3 and E4 is equal to the tangent L to C at E4.
At every point in the complement of H, the vectors E0; E1; E2; E3; E4
are linearly independent and thus form a basis for the vector space 5. A
good step towards an understanding of the dynamics for the iteration of ϕ
is obtained through the expression of the vector x in terms of this basis,
h2x = E0 + f xE2 + pxE3 + qxE4; (13)
where px; qx are homogeneous cubic polynomials, whereas the poly-
nomial f x is quadratic and homogeneous.
Equation (13) is a polynomial identity, where each summand is homoge-
neous and cubic. It is a happy nding that the coefcient of E0 is 1 and the
coefcient of E1 is zero. The polynomial
f x = x21 + 43x22 + x23 + 43x1x2 + x2x3
− 83x0x2 + x2x4 − 8x0x3 − 16x0x4 − 2x1x3 − 8x1x4 (14)
has several important properties:
(a) f x is a linear combination with constant coefcients of the poly-
nomials (6) dening the curve C.
(b) f ϕx = 13h2xf x.
(c) E0x+ µE3 + νE4 = E0x for arbitrary scalars µ; ν.
(d) x ∈ Zf  if and only if E0x ∈ ZI.
(e) x ∈ H if and only if E0x ∈ H.
Property (a) implies that C ⊂ Zf .
The points x ∈ Zf  can be characterized as the points where (13) sim-
plies so that there is no E2 component in it.
Properties (b), (c), and (d) together imply that each point in the plane
5 generated by L and x converges without oscillation to the unique point
of C where 5 intersects it, provided x ∈ Zf \H. Also, this point in C is
given by E0x. Thus, the asymptotic behavior of ϕ is trivial on Zf  and
resembles the behavior of a linear map.
Properties (b) and (c) together then guarantee that passing to the afne
cone over 4, every point x with hx = 1 converges to a limit in the cone
over the hypersurface Zf , and then to a point in the cone over C.
Furthermore, the hypersurface Zf  is the closure of the set of points
x ∈ 4 such that the plane 5 generated by L and x intersects the curve C
at exactly one point different from E4.
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The hypersurface Zf  is then the linked secant variety for C equal to
the closure of the union of all planes determined by one point of C different
from E4 and the tangent L.
Because of property (b) mainly, we call f x the entropy of ϕ.
Property (b) also proves that our zygotic algebra is not a k th-order Bern-
stein algebra for any k. See [5].
2.6. The Osculating Flag
The tangent L is the one-dimensional space that best approaches C at
E4. It is unique because C is nonsingular.
The hyperplane H = Zh is the three-dimensional linear space that best
approaches C at E4. This is so because set-theoretically H ∩ C = E4 and
thus, the multiplicity
µE4;H ∩ C = 4
takes the maximum possible value at a point for the multiplicity of the in-
tersection of a hyperplane with C. This is also in agreement with the fact
that H passes through E4 and includes all directions 0; 4;−12; 12;−4,
0; 0; 12;−24; 12, and 0; 0; 0; 24;−24, obtained by successive differenti-
ation of 1; 4t; 6t2; 4t3; t4 and evaluation at t = −1.
There is also a plane P that best approaches C at E4. It is given by
the equations x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4 and x0 − x2 − 2x3 − 3x4 that can be
obtained as above. Hence, P = fundamental points of χ.
We observe that P = H ∩ Zf , because
radical idealh; f  = idealx1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4; x0 − x2 − 2x3 − 3x4:
The chain of linear spaces E4 ⊂ L ⊂ P ⊂ H is then the (unique) oscu-
lating flag F that best approaches C at E4. See [7, Section I, 1.8].
The osculating flag has the following properties:
(a) ϕH ⊂ P .
(b) ϕP ⊂ L.
(c) L = fundamental points of ϕ.
(d) L = x ∈ 4  Qx = 0 = x ∈ 4  Q2x = 0.
(e) P = x ∈ 4  Q3x = 0.
(f) H = x ∈ 4  Q4x = 0.
(g) If M is any hyperplane in 4, such that P ⊂ M and M 6= H,
then M intersects C at E4 with multiplicity 3 and at a point x 6= E4 with
multiplicity 1.
(h) The points y in any hyperplane M as above have the property that
ϕny converges to the point x as in (g) above.
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(i) Given a point E4 6= x ∈ C, the set of points y such that ϕny
converges to x is the hyperplane M generated by x and P .
(j) A hyperplane M as above satises M = χ−1χx, for any x ∈
M\P .
3. MIXED MATING CASE
In this section, we generalize the results of the previous one, but the
deductive process requires a different order for their appearence.
3.1. The Zygotic Model and the Rational Map 8
To introduce the parameters 0 < s < 1, the selng rate, and 0 < g < 1,
the tness of inbreeders in the zygotic model, we dene the selng matrix S
as one with ith row equal to the ith row of the matrix Ai, for i = 0; : : : ; 4,
where the matrices Ai are those of (3).
The next generation y is given by y = xT with T = sghS + 1 − sQ,
where Q is the outcrossing matrix of Section 2:1 and h = x0 + · · · + x4.
The evolution operator 8 x 4 → 4 given by 8x = xT is a rational
map and its coordinates are homogeneous quadratic polynomials in the xi.
3.2. The Fixed Points of 8 and the Flag F
The set of xed and fundamental points of 8 is given as before by the
ideal I = minors2; x8x, while its subset of fundamental points is given
by K = idealy0; : : : ; y4, where 8x = y0; : : : ; y4.
For the possible values of the parameters s and g, we nd that
radical K includes the linear equations h; x2 + 3x3 + 6x4;−x1 + 3x3 + 8x4,
which dene a line L ⊂ 4, over which T = 0. Hence, ZK = L.
In fact, we obtain the following flag: L ⊂ P ⊂ H ⊂ 4 satisfying
dim L = 1, dim P = 2, and dim H = 3 by the conditions:
(a) L = fundamental points of 8.
(b) P = x ∈ 4  T 3x = 0.
(c) H = x ∈ 4  T 4x = 0.
This flag has the additional properties:
(d) L = x ∈ 4T x = 0 = x ∈ 4T 2x = 0.
(e) ideal L = idealh; x2 + 3x3 + 6x4;−x1 + 3x3 + 8x4.
(f) ideal P = idealh; x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4.
(g) ideal H = idealh.
(h) 8P = E4 ∈ L.
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(i) 8H = Zx2x4 − 14x23 + x3x4 + 2x24; x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 + 4x4; x0 −
x2 − 2x3 − 3x4 ⊂ P .
The conditions (e), (f), and (g) identify our flag with F , the osculating
flag at E4 to the normal rational quartic curve C of the previous section.
3.3. The Eigenvalues of T and the Entropy of 8
The matrix T has characteristic polynomial
detλ− T  = λ− sg − s + 1hλ− sg + 12 1− sh
×λ−  56 sg + 161− shλ− 12 sghλ− 16 sgh: (15)
This implies that T is semisimple on the complement of H = Zh, while
T is nilpotent over H. Hence, the Jordan decomposition of T is always
trivial. This is the main simplifying ingredient for the present work.
As a consequence of the above, on H, the rational map 8 can only
have fundamental points, as opposed to xed points. Also, the xed points
of 8 have closure given by the ideal J = saturateI; h. This ideal has a
Grobner basis, see [1], with 15 elements, and its description requires about
6000 characters. Although J is not huge, its size generates computation
difculties that we have to handle mathematically.
We write
E0 = kerT − sg − s + 1h;
E1 = kerT − sg + 12 1− sh;
E2 = kerT −  56 sg + 161− sh;
E3 = kerT − 12 sgh;
E4 = kerT − 16 sgh; (16)
and we obtain parametrizations for the (linearly independent) eigenvectors
of T , where E4 = 1;−4; 6;−4; 1 and E3 = 1;−2; 0; 2;−1, as in the
previous notation, so that the line E3E4 is the tangent line L to C at E4.
In this situation, the vector x = x0; x1; x2; x3; x4 is expressed as
h2x = a0E0 + a1E1 + a2E2 + a3E3 + a4E4; (17)
where a0 = 1, a1 = 0, and a3; a4 are homogeneous cubic polynomials and
a2 is the entropy of 8, which we call F and write down completely:
F = sg − s + 1x1 − x32 + 43x22 + sgx0x1 + 4x1x3 + x3x4
+ 43sg + 2s − 2x0x2 + x2x4 + sg + 8s − 8x0x3 + x1x4
+ 137sg − 4s + 4x1x2 + x2x3 − 161− sx0x4: (18)
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The entropy F is the sum of three quadratic elements q1; q2; q3 ∈ J.
Hence,
ZJ ⊂ ZF: (19)
In fact, ZI, the set of xed and fundamental points of 8, is the set-
theoretic intersection of three quadric hypersurfaces corresponding to
q1; q2; q3.
The polynomial F has the important property
F ◦8 = sg − s + 1 56 sg − 13 s + 13h2F; (20)
which justies its name, as the coefcient of h2F in (20) has positive value
less than 1 on the set Zh− 1 ⊂ 5 in the afne space over 4.
Equation (20) implies that theoretically there will be no stability for all
points after a nite number of iterations of 8. See [5]. We also have
E0x+ tE3 +wE4 = E0x for arbitrary scalars t; w;
E0x ∈ ZI if and only if Fx = 0;
E0x ∈ H if and only if x ∈ H: (21)
Properties (21) are all established by computation. As in the pure outcross-
ing case, these properties imply that each point in the plane 5 generated
by L and x converges without oscillation to the unique point of ZJ where
5 intersects it, provided x ∈ ZF\H. Also, this point in ZJ is given
by E0x. Then, (20) implies that every point outside H converges to some
point in ZJ.
3.4. The Gametic Fixed Points
Once we have that ZI = Zq1; q2; q3, we apply the linear projection
ρ x 4 → 2 given by (7) to obtain the gametic xed points. They are a
dense open part of the quadric plane curve with equation
sg − 2s + 2y21 + sgy1y0 + y2 − 81− sy0y2 = 0: (22)
Equation (22) generalizes the earlier equation (8).
3.5. The Generalized HardyWeinberg Laws
The calculation χ ◦ 8x = sg − s + 1hxχx for χ given by (10),
proves that as 8 is iterated, the allelic frequencies are preserved.
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Since selng is the process of self-fertilization of individuals (= zygotes),
in order to formulate a gametic evolution operator 0 including selng, we
must require the commutativity of the diagram
4
ρ−→ 2 τ−→ 1





The resulting gametic evolution operator is
0w = sghwSγ + 1− swQγ; (23)
with Qγ = w0B0 + w1B1 + w2B2 and Sγ =
0@ 1 0 01/12 5/6 1/12
0 0 1
1A, where the
matrices Bi come from Section 2:1 and are written in (1), Qγ and Sγ
are the corresponding outcrossing and selng matrices, the last one
with ith row equal to the ith row of Bi for i = 0; 2, and where the
middle row of Sγ is the middle row of B1 plus the correction vector
−1/12; 1/6;−1/12.
The existence of the correction vector is due to the fact that the gametic
genotype Aa does not occur by itself, because its presence implies that
one or more of the zygotic genotypes AAAa, AAaa, Aaaa occurs; and
there is an interaction of Aa with one or both of AA and aa as selng
takes place.
From Section 3:3, we strongly suspect that ZJ is a curve C ′ ob-
tained from C by an automorphism of 4 and that its osculating flag at
E4 is F .
If this is the case, any hyperplane M 6= H with P ⊂ M intersects
C ′ at E4 with multiplicity 3 and at another point with multiplicity 1.
Then for any point b = b0; ::; b4 ∈ 4 with b /∈ H, its correspond-
ing xed point b = b0; ::; b4 = limn→∞8nb has to be that unique
point b ∈ Hb ∩ C ′\E4, where Hb is the hyperplane generated by
P and b.
We prove all of the above by effectively computing Hb ∩ C ′\E4.
Indeed, if jbx is the linear equation dening the hyperplane Hb,
we write J ′ = idealJ; jbx, to produce four linear polynomials in
the ideal saturate J ′;m4, where m4 is the maximal relevant homoge-
neous ideal of kx0; : : : ; x4 corresponding to E4, and we solve them to
nd b:




3g3A+ a2 − 12s3g2A2
− 583 s3g2Aa− 223 s3g2a2 + 763 s3gA2 + 12s2g2A2 + 20s3gAa
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+ 583 s2g2Aa+ 83 s3ga2 + 223 s2g2a2 − 16s3A2 − 1523 s2gA2 − 40s2gAa
− 163 s2ga2 + 48s2A2 + 763 sgA2 + 20sgAa+ 83 sga2 − 48sA2 + 16A2
i
;





− 103 s2gA− 43 s2ga+ 4s2A+ 103 sgA+ 43 sga− 8sA+ 4A
i
;
b2 = 3161− ssg − 2s + 2AasgA+ a
+ 41− sAsgA+ a + 41− sa;





− 43 s2gA− 103 s2ga+ 43 sgA+ 4s2a+ 103 sga− 8sa+ 4a
i
;




3g3A+ a2 − 223 s3g2A2
− 583 s3g2Aa− 12s3g2a2 + 83 s3gA2 + 223 s2g2A2 + 20s3gAa
+ 583 s2g2Aa+ 763 s3ga2 + 12s2g2a2 − 163 s2gA2 − 40s2gAa− 16s3a2
− 1523 s2ga2+ 83 sgA2+20sgAa+48s2a2+ 763 sga2−48sa2+16a2
i
; (24)
where the expressions A and a represent the allelic frequencies of b.
Biologically, the hyperplane Hb is the closure of the set of points with
constant allelic frequencies equal to those of b.
Equations (24) reduce to the HardyWeinberg formula of a binomial
distribution in the pure outcrossing case, by the substitution s = 0.
The xed points of 8 are in the image of the morphism 9 x 1 → 4
given by 9A;a = b0; : : : ; b4, with 9 = α ◦ ψ for some linear α ∈
Aut 4.
Applying ρ to (24), we obtain the unique gametic xed point y =
y0; y1; y2 ∈ 2 with allelic frequencies A and a:
y0 = sgA+ a + 41− sAA;
y1 = 81− sAa;
y2 = sgA+ a + 41− saa: (25)
Equations (25) satisfy (22). The xed points of 0 are in the image of the
morphism 4x 1 → 2 given by 4A;a = y0; y1; y2.
We summarize the generalized HardyWeinberg theory and laws as the
following commutative diagram of rational maps, where the upper maps
are the Veronese morphisms of Section 2 followed by automorphisms of
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the ambient projective spaces, each with image equal to the closure of the









ρ−→ 2 τ−→ 1.
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